
Chablis Montmains 2006
Premier Cru

Grape Variety :

Chardonnay.

Vineyard

Site: this is the northernmost vineyard in the Joseph Drouhin Chablis Domaine. It is one of the seven Premier Crus due to

its excellent exposure and Kimmeridgian soil concentration, giving it the easily recognizable character of Chablis.

History & tradition: in the sixties, when the Chablis vineyards were all but abandoned, Robert Drouhin recognized the

potential of this region which had been ravaged by the phylloxera disease a century before. He was one of the first

Burgundy propriétaires who set about revitalizing the area.  

Soil: the Kimmeridgian limestone contains millions of tiny marine fossils embedded in a kind of whitish mortar which

may have been once the bottom of the sea...hundreds of million years ago. This marine origin gives the wines of Chablis

their unique flavour.

Drouhin estate: 1,78 ha. (4.45 acres).

Average age of the vines: 28 years.

Viticulture

Biological cultivation since 1990 and biodynamic cultivation since 1999.

Soil maintenance: age-old methods. Ploughing: "buttage" (hilling up around the vine-stocks) in autumn; "débuttage"

(ploughing back in spring); work between the rows and the vine stocks done with manual tools only.

Treatment: only authorized products for biological cultivation are used - infusions and macerations of plant materials,

sulfur and copper, powdered rock. Natural predators are not eliminated.

Plantation density: 8,000 to 10,000 stocks/ha.

Pruning: double Guyot "Vallée de la Marne" (for its resistance to frost).

Yield: we aim for a lower yield, such as it existed before the new law. This yield is therefore the present maximum yield

minus 20%.  

Average yield at the Domaine: 57.67hl/ha (the yield currently authorized for the appellation is now 58hl/ha).

Vinification

Harvesting: by hand.

Pressing: very slow so as to respect the fruit. Juices from the last pressings are not retained.

Ageing

Type: stainless steel tank 

Length: 7-8 months

Throughout the ageing process, decisions are taken only after careful tasting evaluation. The data obtained is completed

through technical analysis. As with every other Joseph Drouhin wine, absolute priority is given to the true expression of

terroir and character of the vintage.

Tasting note by Véronique Boss-Drouhin

"A fresh and straightforward wine, typical of Chablis. Clear, straw-yellow colour, with green reflections. The complex

and mineral nose reveals flavours of citrus and white flowers. Clear-cut impression on the palate.  Nice balance between

texture and mineral sensations; a wide palette of aromas: citrus, vegetal notes such as asparagus or artichoke; even hints

of a marine environment...".

Vintage

The whites are ample, rich and velvety in texture.  Their acidity level is low. The wines from Mâconnais and Côte

Chalonnaise are seductive; the great appellations of Côte d'Or also have great charm. They can be drunk.

Serving

Temperature: 13°C (53°F).

Cellaring: 3 to 8 years.
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LA MAISON JOSEPH DROUHIN

In 1880, Joseph Drouhin, who was from the Chablis region originally, chose the city of Beaune to found the business that

bears his name.  Over the years and with each generation, the vineyard estate grew.  At the same time, the founder's

passionate search for excellence and knowledge was handed down like a family heirloom; Maison Joseph Drouhin

continues to ensure this valuable family heritage.

Dedication to the diversity of Burgundy has always been the sole focus and vocation of Maison Joseph Drouhin, as

vineyards - mostly premier and grand crus - were acquired in all major areas.  

Out of firm conviction, Drouhin has adopted a biological and biodynamic approach to viticulture.  Listening to nature:

from vine to glass, at every step in the elaboration of the wine, a profound respect and deference to nature prevails.

From its very beginning, Maison Joseph Drouhin has aimed for an ideal of perfection and elegance.  The style of Joseph

Drouhin combines balance, harmony and character, providing infinite pleasure.  

Thanks to its open-minded world view, Joseph Drouhin introduces the best of Burgundy to all continents.  Its active

presence in many countries is the surest proof of its desire to get acquainted and understand other cultures and styles of

living.
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